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Abstract  

Psychologists have in the time past propounded various theories of 
learning as to bring solutions to problems of learning. Nevertheless, 
some students’ needs are not meet and they achieve low in education. 
Interest in how to improve on student’s uniqueness on ways of learning 
brought many recent psychologists to carry out researches on how to 
improve learning. These research works resulted in the identification of 
learning style of students which when considered in planning 
instructional procedure will maximize learning. Thus the work of two 
researchers Dunn and Dunn were reviewed and their implications 
for teaching and learning are highlighted. 
 
 
Interest in how people learn is not a new concern. Philosophers of 

Ancient Greece and Rome formulated ideas about learning which have 
influenced educators for centuries. Aristotle’s mnemonic techniques of 
association and visual imagery are still in use today and are a good way to help 
special need students learn. 
 According to Reiff (1992), in the early 20th century, psychologists like 
Ausubell, Bruner, Wertherimer, Bartlett, Watter, examined how to increase 
learning retention. It was realized that learners were using different informational 
processing strategies or cognitive strategies to assimilate knowledge and different 
modes of perceiving for remembering information. He further explained that 
recently, researchers like Dunn (1984), Kolb (1984), Price (1987), recognized 
that learners were not only assimilating information through cognitive styles, 
they were also using affective and physiological approaches to learn. Following 
this recognition, Cambiano, Devore and Denny, (2000), pointed out that recent 
researchers have been trying to pin-point unique processes of learning, thus 
making learning styles intensively rich and rewarding. 
 
Concept of Learning Styles 
 Learning style approach to learning emphasizes the fact that individuals 
perceive and process information in their very different ways. According to 
Keefe and Languise (1983), the task force committee of National Association of 
Secondary School Principals (NASSP), defined learning style as the composite of 
characteristics of cognitive, affective and physiological factors that serve as  
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relatively stable indicators of how a learner perceives, interacts with and 
responds to the learning environment. It is demonstrated in that pattern of 
behaviour and performance by which an individual approaches educational 
experiences. Its basis lies in the structure of neural organization and personality 
which both molds and is molded by human development and the learning 
experience of the home, the school and the society.   
 
 Gordon and Yocke (1999), and Keefe and Monk (1988), in their 
instructional research model viewed learning style as an umbrella term which 
encompasses cognitive, affective and physiological or environmental dimensions. 
Thome (2000), defined learning style as a consistent pattern of behaviour with a 
certain amount of variability. It is the way individuals concentrate on, absorb and 
retrain new and difficult information or skills. He further explained that when 
people learn, they use learning styles that are uniquely their own but make 
adjustments, depending on the nature of the task and the teaching styles being 
used. Furthermore, no one type of learning style is better or worse than any other 
type. Each type occurs at a different frequency in the general population but 
some types are therefore more common. 
 
 Riding and Rayer (1998), saw learning style as an individual’s repertoire 
of learning strategies (the ways in which learning tasks are habitually responded 
to) combined with cognitive style (the way information is organized and 
presented). They maintain that though it may be possible for learning strategies 
to change over time but the cognitive styles do not. 
 Keefe (1987), and (1991), described learning style as both a students 
characteristic and an instructional strategy. As a student characteristic, learning 
style is an indicator of how a student learns and likes to learn. As an instructional 
strategy, it informs the cognition, context and content of learning. He maintained 
that each learner has distinct and consistent preferred ways of perception, 
organization and retention. These learning styles he claimed are characteristic 
cognitive, affective and physiological behaviours that serve as relatively stable 
indicators of how learners perceive, interact with and respond to the learning 
environment.  
 
 Elliott, Kratochwill, Cook and Travers (2000), defined learning style as 
preferences in learning and studying. They emphasized ‘that learning style 
includes concentrating on one part of an assignment or attempting to grasp the 
meaning of the entire materials from the beginning as well as the cognitive 
activities used in the tasks (memorizing, decision making etc). According to 
Cross (2005), the concept of learning style is rooted in the classification of 
psychological types. Due to heredity, upbringing and current environmental 
demands, different individuals have a tendency to both perceive and process 
information differently, thus he classified these ways into two: 
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i) Concrete and Abstract Perceivers: concrete perceivers absorb 
information through direct experience by doing, acting, sensing and 
feeling. Abstract perceivers however take in information through 
analysis, observation and thinking.  

ii) Active and reflective processors: Active processors make sense of an 
experience by immediately using the new information. Reflective 
processors make sense of an experience by reflecting on and thinking 
about it. 
 
Wilson (1977) and Cross (2005), explained that learning styles have 

three aspects or domain: Cognitive, Affective and Physiological aspects or 
domains. According to them, cognitive aspect includes the ways the learners 
decode, encode, store and retrieve information whether they process information 
by focusing, or scanning, randomly or sequentially, concretely or abstractly. 
Affective aspects of learning styles include emotional and personality 
characteristics related to such areas as motivation, attention, control, interest, 
willingness to take risks, persistence, responsibility and sociability. The 
physiological aspects of learning styles include the following: Sensory perception 
(visual, auditory, kinesthetic, taste and smell), environmental factors (noise level, 
light, temperature, room arrangement), need for food during study and times of 
day for optimum learning. All these physiological aspects affect the way a 
student learns and processes information. 

Conclusively, learning styles are the individuals’ best ways of 
assimilating, remembering and organizing information as a result of interactions 
between the environment and the nature. 

 
Origin of Learning Styles 
 Sinatara (1982), traced back the origin of learning styles as far back as 
450 B.C. in the middle of 5th century, when the physician Hippocrates just added 
to the ancient Greek insight and divided the personality type into four: 
Melancholic, Sanguine, Phlegmatic and Choleric. This personality type indicator 
worked for over one thousand years. Literatures have it that modern 
psychologists threw more light into the idea by making it more sophisticating and 
placing the idea more in the scientific ways (Thome, 2000, Hull, 1991, Ellen, 
1986, Sinatra, 1982, Wilson, 1977, McCarthy, 1982). They divided each of these 
four types into four more sub-types to create 16 (sixteen) different types of 
learners as shown below: 

i) Field Dependent: Perceives information in a simultaneous manner. 
ii) Field independent: perceives information sequentially. 
iii) Analytic: Perceives information abstractly and process it reflectively. 
iv) Common sense: Perceives information abstractly and process it 

actively. 
v) Concrete: Perceives information through sense. 
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vi) Intuition: Prefers discovery learning. 
vii) Visual/Auditory: Learning through the use of visual aids and by 

listening. 
viii) Reception: Learning by memorization. 
ix) Tactile/Kinesthetic: getting the whole body involved in learning.  
x) Global: Perceives information as a whole that is “sees the whole 

picture” first. 
xi) Serialist: Perceives information in bits or step by step. Prefers to 

build up total picture by stringing details together. 
xii) Holistic: perceives information as a whole. 
xiii) Contrete perceives: absorbs information through direct experiences 

by doing, acting, sensing and feeling. 
xiv) Abstract perceiver: Absorbs information through analysis, 

observation, and thinking.  
xv) Active processors: Makes sense of an experience by immediately 

using the new information. 
xvi) Reflective Processor: Makes sense of an experience by reflecting and 

thinking about it. 
 

They emphasize that each of these styles share similar psychological 
themes and values with other types and an individual can possess three or more 
different learning styles. Moreover, people of varied different styles types can 
end up in the same careers or life styles.  

In the words of Conner and Hodgins (2000), learning styles come from 
three schools of thought: Perceptual Modality, Information processing and 
personality patterns. Perceptual modality, they said are biologically based 
reactions to the physical environment. It refers to the primary ways our bodies 
take in information such as auditory, visual, smell, kinesthetic and tactile. 
Information processing distinguishes between the way we think, solve problems 
and remember information; this may be thought of as the way our brain processes 
information. Personality patterns are the way we interact with our surroundings. 
Each of us has a preferred, consistent, distinct way of perceiving, organizing and 
retaining information. This is due to the way we are brought up (environment or 
nurture) and the genes (DNA or nature) within us. This may be thought of as the 
ego within us or what make us what we are. 

 
 The development of the Dunn and Dunn’s (1983), model of learning 
style originally grew out of concern about the lack of achievement of 
“educationally disadvantaged students” at New York State. It was developed to 
improve the academic performance of all students and in particular low achieving 
students. The model is planned based on the theory that individual students learn 
best in different ways. Its goal is to improve the effectiveness of instruction  
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through the identification and matching of individual learning styles with 
appropriate learning opportunities. 
 An array of learning style inventories has been developed. Wilson 
(1977), and Hickcox (1995), summarized the types of learning style inventories 
into three categories:  

i) Physiological styles that is learning style through environment, 
sociological factors, emotional and physical stimuli (Reiff, 1992, Dunn, 
Griggs, Olsem, Beasley & Gorman, 1995). 

ii) Cognitive styles: Learning style through thought or mental activity 
(Reiff, 1992, Murrell and Bishop, 1995). 

iii) Affective styles that is learning styles through emotions and feelings 
(Reiff, 1992, Murrell and Bishop, 1995).   

 
Overview of Learning Styles, Theories 
 The learning styles theory implies that how much individuals learn has 
more to do with whether the educational experience is geared towards their 
particular style of learning than whether or not they are “smart” (Shindler, 1981). 
Cross (1981), also pointed out that learning style theory is based on research 
demonstrating that as the result of heredity, upbringing and current 
environmental demand, different individuals have tendencies to perceive and 
process information differently. According to Price (1996), numerous theories 
exist to explain how persons differ in the ways they characteristically learn. 
Some theories deal with cognitive process, others focus on personality variables 
or surface preferences about the circumstances of learning. However, many 
educators advocate learning styles approach to instruction which are still in use 
today. These include:  

i) Jung and Myers Briggs type indicator (MBTI) model hinges on 
personality type. 

ii) Kolb’s experimental theory: reveals more of the adolescents preferred 
styles of learning. 

iii) McCarthy’s 4-MAT system or model: focus on staff development. 
iv) Gregory’s meditation abilities identifies teachers’ and students’ learning 

styles. 
v) Gardner multiple intelligence theory deals on multiple intelligences. 
vi) NASSP model is an extension of Dunn and Dunn’s model development. 
vii) Dunn and Dunn learning styles theory/model: reveals more of adults 

learning styles preferences. 
However, this study is fully based on Dunn and Dunn learning styles theory. 
 
Dunn and Dunn Learning Style Theory and Model 
 Dunn and Dunn theory advocates for student – oriented method of 
teaching and learning. It also emphasizes for changing the traditional method 
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used in the classroom to accommodate various types of learners (Deing, 2004). 
According to Dunn and Dunn (1984), if the instructional situation is organized in 
a manner that takes advantages of the individuals learning strengths, the rate and 
quality of learning will improve. They emphasized on the identification of key 
learning styles of each student and matching instruction and learning activities 
with each student’s style of learning. They advocated the need to address 
individual differences in learners and emphasize that learning takes place as a 
result of individualized and small group learning activities than through large 
group instruction. 
 
 The learning style theory of Dunn and Dunn is called Cognitive Style 
and Brain Lateralization Theory (Kagen and Kogen, 1970; Orstein and 
Thompson, 1984). According to Good and Brophy (1987), two main dimensions 
or categories of cognitive style have been identified: Conceptual tempo and field 
dependence – independence tempo. Conceptual tempo refers to a continuum of 
thinking style from impulsive thinking to reflective thinking that is observed as 
an individual responds to a variety of situations or learning tasks (Kagen and 
Kogen, 1970). Individuals can have a thinking style at one of these two extremes 
and an individual can also have a thinking style that is somewhere in between 
two extreme styles of thinking.  
 
 The concept of field dependence – independence is closely related to the 
concept of global – analytic thinking styles (Good and Brophy, 1987). Global 
thinkers perceive information in a holistic and simultaneous manner. Analytic 
thinkers perceive information sequentially in independent parts. 
 Ellen (1984), pointed out that Dunn and Dunn Brain Lateralization 
theory was divided into two sections: Left Brain (Analytic) and Right Brain 
(Global). Ballinger and Ballinger (1984), explained that Analytic (Left Brain), 
respond best when ideas are presented sequentially with new information 
building upon past knowledge, leading up to eventual understanding of entire 
concepts. Globals (Right Brain) need to “see the whole picture” first. They 
respond best when a teacher begins with a short story that explains why learning 
this information is important. They must be able to relate new information to 
what they already know. 
 Dunn, Dunn and Price (1984), developed a learning style inventory 
which was used to identify the unique learning preferences of individuals across 
five major categories of stimuli sources with twenty-one learning style elements. 
This learning style inventory named (PEPS) Productivity Environmental 
Preference Survey is an adult version, based on factor analysis and it is a 
comprehensive approach to diagnose an individual’s preferred learning style. It is 
a useful tool in analyzing and identifying the most important environmental 
variables influencing an individual’s ability to learn and work.  
The major components of the model include: 
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a. The model’s principles or theoretical assumptions 
b. The learning style elements  
c. The model’s impact on the dimensions of the instructional situation (Dunn, 
Dunn and Price, 1984; Carbo, Dunn and Dunn, 1986; and Dunn and Dunn, 
1983). 
 
a. The Model’s Principles or Theoretical Assumptions: 
 The Dunn and Dunn learning style model identified several main 
theoretical assumptions which include: 

- Most individuals can learn. 
- Instructional environments, resources and approaches respond to 

diversified learning style strengths. 
- Everyone has strengths but different people have different strengths. 
- Individual instructional preferences exist and can be measured reliably. 
- Given responsive environments, resources and approaches, students 

attain statistically higher achievement and attitude test scores in matched 
rather than mismatched treatments. 

- Most teachers can learn to use learning styles as a corner stone of their 
instructions. 

- Many students can learn to capitalize on their learning style strengths 
when concentrating on new or difficult academic materials (Dunn and 
Dunn 1983). 

 
b. The Learning Style Elements of Dunn and Dunn:  
 Dunn and Dunn, (1984), identified a series of twenty-one learning style 
elements, grouped across five stimuli or categories: Environmental, Emotional, 
Sociological, Physiological and Psychological Preferences. See the table below 
for the full description of the elements.  
 
Table 1: 
Description of Dunn and Dunn Learning Style Elements:          
 Stimuli Elements  
1 Environmental stimuli 

preferences 
Sound, light, temperature, and design 
preferences  

2 Emotional stimuli preferences  Motivation Preference, Persistence 
Preference, Responsibility Preference, 
Structure Preference  

3 Sociological stimuli preferences  Self, Pair, Peers/Team, Adult and varied 
Preferences  

4 Psychological Stimuli 
Preferences  

Global/Analytical Styles Hemispheric 
Preferences. Impulsive/Reflective 
Preferences   
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5 Physiological Stimuli 
Preferences  

Perceptual strength, intake, time and 
mobility preference  

 
NB: Adapted from Dunn and Dunn learning style model (1984). 
 
Environmental Stimuli 
 Sound, light, temperature and design preferences are all environmental 
characteristics that Dunn (1984), discovered could affect how well a student is 
able to achieve in a learning atmosphere. Sound refers to the student preference 
for background sound while learning. Light element; the level of light that is 
preferred while studying and learning: dim or bright light. Temperature element; 
level of temperature prefers by an individual while involved in studying or other 
learning activities. Design element; the room and furniture arrangements that a 
student prefers while learning: a traditional desk and chair, couch, pillows and 
foams etc. 
 
Emotional Stimuli:  Motivation, persistence, responsibility and structure 
elements make-up the emotional characteristics of Dunn’s learning model.  
Dunn, Dunn and price (1984), expressed that the level or type of motivation an 
individual student has for academic learning determines his or her achievement.  
Some students can be self motivated while some can be motivated by  feedback 
or reinforcement.  Persistence preference relates to the students attention span, 
ability, interest in staying on a task at a time.  Responsibility element involves the 
preference to work independently on assignment with little supervision, guidance 
or feedback.  Structure element focuses on the student’s preference or lack of 
preferences for structured learning activities and tasks.  Emotional characteristics 
can be internal or external. Dunn (1990), found that motivation correlates with 
achievement, therefore, if a student is not motivated, it may be difficult to keep 
the student in a learning environment. Moreover, if learning styles of students are 
considered, then motivation will be increased.    
 
Sociological Stimuli Preferences:  Include such things as self, pair, peers, team, 
adult and varied preferences for learning.  Some students prefer to learn alone.  
Some may prefer to learn in groups:  small or large group. Some students may 
need a considerable amount of structure whereas other students are extremely 
self-directed (Dunn, 1984).  Furthermore for some other students, the types of 
learning task determine the approach to take for the study. 
 
Physiological Stimuli Preferences:  These include such things as perceptual 
strength (that is learning by listening, viewing, touching), intake element (need to 
eat or drink or chew gum while engaged in learning activities), time element 
(morning, afternoon or evening), mobility elements (walking, Standing, changing 
body positions while learning. All these according to Dunn (1984), can affect an 
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individual’s ability to learn and should be considered in planning instructional 
procedure for learners. 
 
Psychological Stimuli Preference:  According to Dunn, Griggs, Olsen and 
Beasley (1995), students learn in one of two processing styles: Global and 
analytical.  Global learners have the ability to learn through short stories, 
illustrations and graphics.  They also need to know what is expected of them and 
why.  Analytical learners focus on fact-by-fact or step by step accounts of the 
learning experience.  
 
c. The models impact on the Dimensions of the instructional situation: 
  This focuses on how the use of leaning style model affects the 
instruction. 
  In using Dunn and Dunn learning style model, the teacher must be able 
to identify the students learning style, organize and maintain variety of learning 
options to allow students to select learning activities that are compatible with 
their learning styles (Dunn and Dunn, 1993). 
  The students must be involved in deciding how they will learn a task so 
as to achieve success in the use of the model.  In using the model, the major role 
of the student is to understand their learning preferences and using this 
understanding for selecting available learning activities.  The students’ 
opportunity to take ownership for decisions about how to be involved in 
instructions builds motivation and responsibility.  As a result, the student is 
motivated to follow through with the learning activities until the content is 
successfully learned. 
 
  The physical organization and general atmosphere of the classroom using 
Dunn and Dunn model has no specific method.  The classroom has a mixture of 
furniture and equipment arrangement different from the typical classroom with 
rows of students’ desk. 
The arrangement depends on the teacher and the students (Dunn and Dunn, 
1993). 
  In planning the instructional materials and procedures, the teacher spends 
a lot of time in selecting, developing, maintaining, organizing and cataloging a 
variety of instructional resources and materials as well as a variety of lesson 
plans.  The table below shows the Dunn and Dunn learning style model’s impact. 
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Dunn and Dunn Learning Style Model’s Impact 
Dimension of instruction The Dimension’s Role. 

The teacher Helps students identity styles.  Organizes flexible 
classroom.  Develops/maintains learning 
resources.  Facilitates instruction. 

The student Understands own learning styles.  Selects 
appropriate learning activities.  Responsible for 
completing tasks.  Monitors progress toward 
objectives. 

Physical Setting Allows each student choices for learning.  
Provides a variety of learning activities, provides 
an array of settings and grouping arrangements. 

Instructional procedures and 
materials 

Variety of instructional activities leading to same 
objectives.  Designed/Developed by teachers.  
Selected by students. 

Instructional Tasks. Teacher Designed and facilitated.  Subject 
content determined by school.  Students 
responsible for mastery. 

 
NB:  Adapted from Dunn and Dunn learning style Model (1984). 
 
Implications for Teaching and Learning 
 Knowledge of learning style preferences will help educators to plan 
instructional procedures and arrange learning situations to accommodate the 
students learning preferences. It will help to improve the effectiveness of 
instruction through the identification and matching of individual learning style 
with appropriate learning opportunities. Many students can capitalize on their 
learning style strengths when concentrating on new or difficult academic 
materials.  
 With the identification of learning style preferences, educators may help 
students to determine which educational methods and learning activities that is 
best suited to their styles of learning. 
 Knowledge of learning style preferences will help educators and learners 
to prevent losses of productivity that can occur at school or on occupation. It is 
imperative for educators to have critical understanding of individual learning 
styles of students. This knowledge will enable educators to better serve students’ 
learning needs and also help them to improve on planning instructional packages 
for learners especially with regard to Dunn and Dunn learning style model. 
 According to Reiff (1992), a better understanding of learning styles can 
help teachers reduce frustration for themselves and their students, because 
students will have higher achievement, a more positive attitude and an improved 
self-concept. 
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 A knowledge of learning style can also show teachers how some of their 
own behaviour can hinder students progress (Keefe 1988). It would benefit the 
students because it will reveal to them their preferred learning styles which they 
perhaps have not been aware of. 
 According to Keefe (1991), students who exercise active control over 
their cognitive skills do better in school; are better adjusted, have more positive 
attitudes towards learning and achieve at higher levels than their less skillful 
peers. 
 Learning styles may be used to understand, predict and eventually plan 
for individual differences involving the pedagogical requirements of the business 
of managing for students’ success. Knowledge of learning styles can help 
educators to expand their teaching techniques to accommodate a variety of 
students’ styles. 
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